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    Apple Café, Santa Clara

Lindner contributed to the interior fit-out of the Apple Café with lightweight panels of type COMP+. These elements maintain rigidity even in large-scale executions while being comparably lightweight overall. These properties are achieved through a carrying structure of expanded aluminium honeycomb panels. They also offer a large choice of surface coatings, in the case of the café a wooden appearance was chosen. 




155 North Wacker Drive, Chicago

The 194 meter high skyscraper at 155 North Wacker Drive in Chicago was decorated with the certificate LEED-CS Gold by the U. S. Green Building Council. Lindner produced and fitted the indoor and outdoor ceiling in the entrance area of the building. Special modifications guarantee a high level design combined with a high functionality regarding wind loads and seismic requirements. The LEED Gold Certification attests to the extraordinary quality standard.




Lindner USA Inc.

Lindner USA is a subsidiary of Lindner SE with its headquarters located in Tucker/Atlanta, Georgia. It established itself as the supplier of Lindner products on the US market. Lindner USA’s team consists of various specializations, who bring with them a large pool of expertise for ensuring the perfect solution to every client’s wishes. Lindner USA’s main products include custom metal ceilings, metal wall claddings, raised access floors and radiant ceiling systems.




World Trade Center Path Station, New York City

World Trade Center Station for PATH rail service originally opened in 1909. Following the September 11, 2001 attacks, the station was reconstructed. It was designed by Spanish architect Santiago Calatrava. With customised ceilings following 3D-shapes featuring structural design extrusions milled with precision, Lindner could contribute to the breathtaking design.
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World Trade Center Station for PATH rail service originally opened in 1909. Following the September 11, 2001 attacks, the station was reconstructed. It was designed by Spanish architect Santiago Calatrava. With customised ceilings following 3D-shapes featuring structural design extrusions milled with precision, Lindner could contribute to the breathtaking design.




Cedar Rapids Courthouse

Lindner USA contributed to the Courthouse of Cedar Rapids with hook-on ceilings. 




William P. Hobby Airport, Houston

The terminal of the airport was fitted on a large scale with cassette ceilings of type LMD-K 400. 
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    About us
Lindner USA Inc.



Interior Fit-Out Specialists in the US
Lindner USA is a subsidiary of Lindner SE with its headquarters located in Tucker/Atlanta, Georgia. It was founded in 2005 and has since established itself as the supplier of Lindner products on the US market. Lindner USA’s team consists of around 15 employees with various specializations, who bring with them a large pool of expertise for ensuring the perfect solution to every client’s wishes. Lindner USA’s main products include custom metal ceilings, metal wall claddings, raised access floors and radiant ceiling systems.
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    Lindner USA Inc.
You would like to visit us?

                    
                                            4661 Hammermill Road, Suite A | 30084 | Tucker, GA | United States
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    References
Our Projects worldwide
Once around the globe and back again to our home Arnstorf: With our construction projects we are represented almost everywhere! No matter whether new construction or renovation, whether interior fit-out, building envelope or insulation – our references consist of a colourful mixture full of new challenges and impressive results.
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Kantonsspital Baden
Baden, Switzerland
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A Patient's Home for the Leukemia Help Foundation Eastern Bavaria
Regensburg, Germany
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Tenant fit-out Hamburger Welle
Hamburg, Germany
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Ritterstraße 16-18 Berlin
Berlin, Germany
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Fit-out Arxada
Basel, Switzerland
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Police and Justice Centre Zurich
Zurich, Switzerland
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ETH Zurich research building 'BSS
Basel, Switzerland
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LSC Engineering Group
Contern, Luxembourg
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KPTN (HC34) Hamburg
Hamburg, Germany
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Pôle d'Échange Serra
Luxembourg, Luxembourg
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